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[U, H] = 0 [U, H̃] = 0RG Flow

Intuitively in Quantum Mechanics, the topological nature of symmetry operators follows for:

“Constants’’ of motion preserved under time-evolution and Renormalization 
Group (RG) flow

Super-selection sectors, Effective field theory, RG flows, 
Anomalies and control IR phases, the Landau paradigm…
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For Continuous Symmetries topological nature 
of operator follows from Nother’s theorem 
In General Topological Operators implement 
both continuous and discrete symmetries

Quantum systems may also enjoy a spectrum of extended operators These can be charged under 
higher-form symmetries

Symmetry operators supported on (d-p-1)—dimensional surfaces,
, which links with p-extended operators 
Defines a p-form symmetry

U(g)(!d"p"1)
U(g)(!d"p"1)
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Since then… There has been a large and growing literature of examples of non-invertible symmetries in simple 
QFTs… New methods… Various generalizations… Categorifications (Bhardwaj, Schafer-Nameki…) with QFT methods
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Interest: Where do topological and non-invertible symmetries come from in holography?

The bulk operator  obtained by 
dropping the topological operator  from 

the boundary?
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Bottom-Up: Given effective SUGRA in , what is the construction of  ?AdS Ui
B(!)

Top-Down: Given a  in string theory or M-theory, what stringy states  ?AdS + X Ui
B(!)

Duals of topological operators obtained from Gauss Law constraints of bulk gauge theory

D-branes suitably reduced on  describe duals of topological operatorsX
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Global Symmetries in the boundary extend to gauge symmetries in the bulk

Consider a bulk  -form gauge symmetry with gauge transformationU(1) p A , A + d!p

Bulk SUGRA with U(1) gauge symmetry

Time = radial direction

A , A + d!p

The Gauss Law  is imposed as a constraint 

On constant time slices  classically

Quantum mechanically it generates gauge 
transformations on 

/
Mt

Mt

ei !Mt
!p0/ !1 >Mt

In Hamiltonian quantization of gauge theories there are Gauss Law constraints
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Page Charge and Symmetry Generators
(Apruzzi, IB, Bonetti, Schäfer-Nameki ’22)

The Gauss law is a closed form that 
defines a page charge

/ = dP U = ei !Mt
d!0P

Bulk SUGRA with U(1) gauge symmetry

Time = radial direction

MtA , A + d!p

For singular gauge transformations

d!p = "#(!d"p"1) U"(!d"p"1) = ei" !!d"p"1
P

The Page charge is not always well-defined as an operator — Suitable improvements exist by adding 
fields with topological action that live on  and couple to bulk fields!

U"(!d"p"1) = ! 2[a]ei !!d"p"1 ["P + .(a, . . )] This, often, lead to non-invertible 
symmetries
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The Bulk Operator  is captured by 
branes wrapping internal submanifolds in  

depending on the symmetry of interest

The branes are required to be stable but not 
necessarily calibrated

The brane is extended along  — constant 
radial slices

Ui
B(!)

X

Mt

The effective action of the brane in AdS goes as: Sbrane = Tp rp SKin + SWZ

The large effective tension  near the boundary decouples the local 
fluctuations on the brane

The residual  is a topological action that couples to bulk fields — leading to a 
topological operator 

Teff = Tprp

SWZ
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Brane Dynamics and Fusion
In , the dual of topological operators can be captured by branesAdS + X

Sbrane = Tp rp SKin + SWZ

The residual  is a topological action that couples to 
bulk fields — leading to a topological operator 

Fusion rules of topological operators are realized by 
brane dynamics 

SWZ

Non-Invertible fusion from tachyon condensate and K-theory

U(!) & U(!)† Dp & D̄p = ! Lower!branes



Example:  
SYM

3 = 1



A Dual of  SYM3 = 1
Consider IIB on  with  units of  on the 3-cycle, and  units of  flux
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 : Discrete 0-form symmetry from  symmetry broken down by ABJ anomaly4(0)
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 : Discrete 1-form symmetry which acts on Wilson lines4(1)
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Gauging the 1-form symmetry breaks the 0-form symmetry… Which can be recovered as a 
non-invertible symmetry by stacking its symmetry generator with a 3d  Chern Simons 

theory — Gauge group is PSU(M)
U(1)M

(Hsin, Lam, Seiberg ’18; Kaidi, Ohmori, 
Zheng ‘21)
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It comes from reducing , dual of , on  of 
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C(M2) exp [ 2$i
M !M2
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2] The RHS correspond to summing over configurations 

of -branes on  and D3 M2 S2 ; S3

(IB, Leung, Waddleton, WIC)

U(!3) & U(!3) < D5(S3) & D5(S3) , D7(T(1,1)) The RHS correspond to a single  brane with  
units of WV flux — Myers’ effect

D7 2

(Apruzzi, IB, Bonetti, Schäfer-Nameki ’22)



Outlook

We describe how to realize novel aspects of generalized and topological symmetries from Holography 

The holographic prescription provided explicit derivation of these objects and provides an opportunity for 
more systematic study

The String theory realization of aspects of topological symmetries brings to bear the theory of branes: K-
theory as an important tools for studying generalized symmetries 

[Damia, Argurio, Tizzano 22; Damia, Argurio, Garcia-Valdecasas 22; Apruzzi, IB, 
Bonetti, Schafer-Nameki 22; García Etxebarria 22; Heckman, Hübner, Torres, Zhang 
22; Antinucci, Benini, Copetti, Galati, Rizi 22] 


